
Fill in each blank with an appropriate distributive determiner from the list.

Neither train was going toward my destination.Example:

other

both

any

each

every

some

all

either

8) You will !nd a parking space on side of the lane.

1) The device can charge batteries simultaneously.

2) students in the school were super excited about the masquerade ball.

3) Penny loved moment that she spent with the children.

4) Let's be at the door, for the guests will be here moment.

5) Alexander's resolve was getting stronger with victory.

6) Except for glitches, the machine performed accurately.

7) The apartments on the side of the town are designed better.
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Fill in each blank with an appropriate distributive determiner from the list.

Neither train was going toward my destination.Example:

other

both

any

each

every

some

all

either

8) You will !nd a parking space on side of the lane.either

1) The device can charge batteries simultaneously.both

2) students in the school were super excited about the masquerade ball.All

3) Penny loved moment that she spent with the children.every

4) Let's be at the door, for the guests will be here moment.any

5) Alexander's resolve was getting stronger with victory.each

6) Except for glitches, the machine performed accurately.some

7) The apartments on the side of the town are designed better.other

Answer key
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A distributive determiner is used to look at the individuals within a 

group in a di"erent way; it shows how something is shared out or 

divided. 
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